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1. INTRODUCTIVE 
In this paper we continue the program of [7] of establishing a “good” function 
theory for the Ileisenberg manifold. The point of view hcrc is seemingly very 
different and has been motivated by the aim of building a function theory 
which would reprove some of the known results involving automorphisms 
of the Heisenberg manifold. At the same time, our tools unify under this theory 
some ideas of Hardy in abelian Fourier analysis regarding the growth of an 
P-function and its Fourier transform. The main idea we consider is a variant 
of the complex Fourier transform which we call the theta transform and is 
more natural from the theory of the Heisenberg manifold. Surprisingly, perhaps, 
it also appears, as indicated by the Hardy theorem mentioned abol-c and the 
results on the Hermite functions, to be more natural for some problems in 
abelian harmonic analysis as well. 
J,et .Y be the three-dimensional Heisenberg group, 
and r the discrete subgroup of A. consisting of those matrices 
with .x, -\v, at Z. The homogeneous space of right cosets r’X is a compact 
manifold admitting a unique probability measure invariant under right transla- 
tions rr ~+ CY~, y E 1V. This measure will be assumed throughout. Th : c~ * c ,pr.c 
I’ 1\T is called the Heisenberg manifo/d. 
Let LP(~‘I,-V) be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions on f’ -1.. 
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The right regular representation of 3: on .P(Fs .Y) is defined b!- the formula 
(d,F)(y) =- F(yx). s, J’ E A’, F F P(T! 3.). 
The unitary representation d decomposes F(/’ -2.) into the orthogonal direct 
sum of -#-imariant spaces 
where f/,, is the space of all functions in Y”(f :V) satisfying the condition 
./A (o,o,TJF _ $r;ix I:, F E P(/‘,.Y). z t R. 
The multiplicitv of 4’ on H, is IZ ~ when n i 0. In particular, II. 1 . If 1 
are :#‘-invariant and irreducible subspaces. Also If,, is easily identified with 
P(TG) where 3 is the two-dimensional torus. 
The space HI is crucial in analyzing zP(~“.~Y). Unfortunately. there does 
not exist, at present, a good orthonormal basis for HI . The basic philosoph! 
of this paper, as well as that taken in [7], is that the Jacobi theta functions 
play a role similar to the role played by the characters in the theory of abelian 
harmonic analysis of r. 
Let 
where a, b E R, u” s ‘~ <s t @ and im(T) .-, 0. The usual complex arguments 
show that Q](z, T) is an entire function in 2 for each im(T) ‘.. 0, a, 1) CT R. 
1,ct 
where a, b E R, (x, ~1, z) E il. and im(T) ‘I, 0. R earranging wc can write this 
last function in the form 
It is easy to show that #[:1(x, y, x, T) is a C’z-function in Ii, for each choice 
of a, h E R and im(T) Y 0. 
IYe are primarily interested in the two classes of functions in II, given h!; 
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The original functions 19[:]( z, r are the Jacobi theta functions, argument u”, ) 
period 7 and characteristic [z]. They have appeared before in the theory of 
the Heisenberg group (see [2, 3, 81). In [7] a kind of Fourier analysis of the 
Heisenberg manifold was initiated using theta functions. Here, their role is 
different and stems from functional equations satisfied by the theta function 
with respect to the automorphisms of the Heisenberg manifold. This analysis 
is contained in [2]. We repeat those facts which are necessary. 
An uutomorphism of r\N is defined to be a group automorphism A of n- 
satisfving /l(r) == I‘. Clearly /Z induces a measure-preserving diffeomorphism, 
still denoted by d, of Ti,X onto itself. Up to inner automorphism by the 
normalizer of r in N we shall describe the automorphisms of r\!&‘. Let d 
(f i) E S’&(R) the group of all 2 x 2 matrices with real coefficients having 
determinant 1. Then A induces an automorphism of 1Y according to the formula 
Then the group of automorphisms of r;N, modulo the inner automorphisms, 
is given by those iz E S&(Z), &I ; (:: i) with nc :-~ bd 0 mod 2. \Ve denote 
this subgroup of S&(Z) by L. 
Our main concern is the action of L on P(r’l,N) defined by the rule 
(AF)(x, J’, z) = F(d(x, y, 2)), ,4 EL, F E P(r:l\-). 
Clearly I, acts as a group of isometries of S?(r’,,lY) and as a group of unitary 
operators of Hi . 
The general problem of this work is an investigation of the eigenvalue one 
space of an A EL. In particular we shall use our methods to reprove the following 
result found in [I]. 
'THEOREM A. If 9 EL is hyperbolic, i.e., has real positive cigenvalucs, 
then A acts evgodically on QV. 
It is sufficient for our purposes to define the notion of A acting ergodically on 
l‘~tiV as follows: If FE zyrjx) and F = F 0 il, then F : constant ax. 
To interpret in our language the Hardy result we repeat the following 
observation of A. Weil and found in [2]. The space of functions Hi can be 
characterized as those functions on N of the form 
wherefE 9’“(R). Moreover the map 
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is a unitary isomorphism between P(R) and If1 . Letting 0 = (s :) we have 
where f denotes the Fourier transform off. The Hardy result can be given by 
the following statement. 
'I‘HEOREM B. Let CJ -= (-I: i) and F IV(j) E H, in the eigenaalue one 
space of (T. Then if /f(x)! c< C evJ:’ , s E R, C constant, zce have f (x) 7 C”r r;,1.3, 
C’ constant. 
2. THE THETA TRANSFORM 
The complex Fourier transform (see [6]) relates the spaces P(O, ‘KJ) to a 
subspace Hz(A) of the analytic functions of h the upper half-plane. \\‘c shall 
describe H2(k) below. Hence there is precedence for relating P-theory to 
analytic function theory. We shall consider a variant of the complex Fourier 
transform more suited in dealing with the Heisenbcrg manifold. 
For F E HI define 
a(F, 7) =- 1 qx, J, 2) #(x, ?', 1, T) dxyc, im(7.) > 0, 
. T\.v 
a*(F, T) == .I;;,F(x, y, z) $i*(x, T, a, T) dx~2c, im(7) > 0. 
IfF = W(j), then 
x(j, T) -1 a(F, T) = j-J(t) eniT” dt, 
a*(j, T) = a*(F, s-) = ./R/(t) * t * e*iTt’ dt. 
The maps FM a(F, 7) and F tt a*(F, T) are clearly well defined. \Pe call 
these transforms, theta tvansjorms. We want to show a(F, T) and a*(F, T) are 
analytic for T E 6. When F E P(r\N) this is obvious. Also, if F, is a convergent 
sequence in 59(T’,,X) then a(Fn , T) and a*(Fn , T) are both uniformly con- 
vergent on compact sets on /I since # and +* are both bounded when 7 is 
restricted to a compact set. Hence the class of functions FE P(EX) for 
which both a(F, T) and a*(F, T) are holomorphic in /: is closed in Ll(r!JV) 
and since this class contains C’(T\iV) it must be L’(T’,,!Y). In particular we 
have the following result. 
THEOREM I. FOV FEH~, a(F, T) and c?(F, T) are analytic in I. 
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It is convenient to consider the analog of even and odd functions in P”(R) 
for Hr . The matrix (-i -y) considered as an automorphism of LP(r’t,!Y) 
decomposes this space into the orthogonal direct sum 
the first space being the eigen one space, the second the eigen minus one space 
of the automorphism. Since (-i -7) p reserves each of the 11,‘s. This decom- 
position can be carried out separately in each [Z,, as well and we get 
Under the “L\7eil map,” W: P(R) - II, it is easv to show that ffr’ cor- 
responds to the even functions and HIa to the odd- functions of P(R). In 
particular, #(x, JJ, x, T) E H,’ and #*(.r, J, z, T) E Hi”. 
The first result which makes the transforms useful is contained in the next 
theorem. It is of some interest to note that if the density of the Hermite functions 
in P(R) is assumed, then a proof could be based on this fact. M’e shall indicate 
later how to do this. We shall, however, remain true to the spirit of the complex 
Fourier transform in our official proof. 
'THEOREM 2. For FE HI , F :: 0 almost everywhere if and only ;f OI(F, 7) 
ol*(F, T) :-- 0 for all T E d. 
Pro?f. \\‘rite F Fl I Fg where I;; E 1fi” and P2 t 11,‘). Then CX(F, T) --= 
ct(Fl , 7). Assuming cx(F, T) 5-1 0 in h we get 
where F1 W(fi). A change of variable gives 
where we set 7 :mm .w 1 i. However, it is not difficult to show (fi(s11’)/s112) e nc 
is in 9(0, 1) and P(i, CO). Hence the uniqueness of the Fourier transform 
gives (fi(s’~2)/S1/2) emii’ 0 and fi(t) : 0 almost everywhere. Clearly Fl =- 0 
almost everywhere. 
In this same way assuming u*(F, T) :: 0 in /; gives Fi LC 0 almost everywhere. 
Since the converse is trivial we are done. 
C'OROILARY 2.1. ~h~functions {$(x, y, z, T), #*(A-, y, x, 7)]Ttd are dense in HI. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. The vertor space spanned b? thefunctions {t”e-nt2: M 0, I....: 
is dense in S2(R). 
Proof. From Theorem I it is simple to show that the derivatives of 01. !x” 
with respect to 7 can be evaluated by differentiating inside the integral in the 
definition of pi. 01*. Hence 
where CL(T) ol(F, T) and F m-m W(f). 
Assume jRf(l) Pe rrf’ df == 0 for all n .:z. 0. Then &“)(i) =- 0 for all II 0 
and since a(~) is analytic LX(T) 2-1 0 in L. Hence f must be an odd function. 
In the same way using OI’~ we can show that assuming JR!(t) P+le ii*” dt 0 
for all 72 3 0, for f t P(R), implies f is an even function. The corollary casib 
follows. 
The Hermite functions are determined by orthonormalizing the functions 
tne-nt2 
Hermite 
n 2% 0 in P’(R). Hence we have proved the classical fact that the 
functions are dense in P”(R). If we had begun by first assuming 
this result the reasoning of the corollary could be traced backwards to prove 
Theorem 2. More important, however, is that our development does not place 
the Hermite functions at its center but at the system {t7Le-nt2}. In essence we 
have associated in a natural way with a functionfE -P(R) an analytic function 
a(f, T) in L and the inner products of f with the system {t”e nt2) in Y2(R) 
determining the coefficients of the expansion of a(f, T) at 7 - i. 
We shall require some elementary facts concerning HP-theory of the upper 
half-plane. For a reference see [4]. A function /L?(T) analytic in /; is said to be 
in W’(L), p 3 I, if 
A function P(T) analytic in d is said to be in H”(d) if it is bounded in A. Re 
accept the following two well-known results of HJ’-theory. First, whenever 
/3 E HI’(R), I < p < co, /3 has nontangential limits at almost all points of 
the real axis and this boundary function is in 9p(R). Second, /3 E W2(b) if and 
only if we can write 
P(T) = ijT G(t) e -PnifT dt, 
where G E Y2(0, CD). Moreover i /3 /‘L == / G ~Z . 
THEOREM 3. For FE HI we can zcrite 
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zohew x1 T’ (I ’ (A) und a2 E W(d). The function i+(F, T) 1 10s nontangential limits 
at uln~ost rll points of the real axis which zce cm ~LV+P 
N(F, .x) = N1(F, s) -t- a!,(F, x), 
E’roc$ ‘1’0 prove this result for ci we may without loss of gencralit~- assume 
that F is c\xn. Define 
where F lV(f). Clear13 
we will ha\-e LX&T) E P(A) as soon as we know that f(P)j~~,~ t P’i(l, &CYX). 
This follows from 
Since we have assumed F is even, 
cd(T) r= 247) -+ 244 
and we have verified the result for 01. 
In general a function analytic on A of the form JR f (t) teziT(’ dt need not 
necessarily he as nice as the sum of an H=(A) and an N’(A). However, we can 
restrict f in an obvious manner so that a*(J, 7) is a good function on 1. 
TIIEOKI;RI 4. Let F -~= W(f) E HI where tf(t) E Pz(R). Then 
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Proof. The proof follows immediately by the previous theorem since 
a”(f, T) =- a(t .f, T). 
1f-e note that the subspace of HI considered in ‘Theorem 4 is a dense subspace. 
3. hI:TOMORPHISMS OF r:n; 
‘The importance of the functions # and $” in the study of the automorphisms 
of I’:,iL’ comes from the functional equations satisfied by these functions. The 
following crucial results (see [2]) are contained in the following thcorcm. 
where 
(b/d) denoting the generalized Legendre symbol. 
l+oof. Statement (a) is contained in [2]. 1’0 prove (b) we first note that 
K((i F), T) : 1 and K(((y ‘,), 7) (jj~)i;‘?. Also it is quite simple to show 
that if (b) holds for a set of elements in L it holds for the group genrratcd by 
this set. Since (i :) and ((y ‘,) generate L we will have verified (1~) once we 
show it to be true for these two matrices. The computation for (i f) follows 
by direct substitution. For (-T ‘,) we note that the effect of this operator on 
$*(x1 y, u”, T) is analogous to the Fourier transform, i.e., $*((_y :,)(.v. j’. r), 7) 
$ni* C g(y -1 n) $fllTl.r, where g(y) (yeniT’( ‘)^. It is a simple excrcisc to show 
that g(y) = (i/7)’ jz( 1,‘~) y~~(--~/~)1J*. Hence (b) holds for these two matrices 
in L and for all of L by our remarks above. 
The following corollary is of central importance in our applications. Its 
proof is a simple change of variables argument along with Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let F E HI and A EL. Suppose F = F 0 A. Then 
@, 7) K-(4 T) 4F, ‘A(T)), 
,“(F, T) = &?(A, 7) ol*(F, ‘,4(~))3 
whew K*(il, 7) = (I i(bT -I- d)) R(.-l, 7). 
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For our first application to the theorem of Hardy, stated below in a slight]! 
more general form than given in the Introduction, we begin by considering 
the functions </J(s, T, Z, i) and $*(.Y, ~2, Z, i). The computations establishing 
the following facts are simple and we content ourselves with simply stating 
the results. Relative to the operator (my A) acting on Ii, , Q!J(x,~, Z, i) has in 
the cigcn one value space and I/J*(.v., J’, Z, ;) has in the eigen minus i value space. 
n~hco~ c’1’. 
Then 1 (J) C’ e Tii‘l, C constant. 
PUN$ ‘J’here is no loss in generality assumingj’ a f, where u A-1, 1-i. 
Assume first that f is cvcn, i.e., N + I. Setting CX(T) CY(IT(~), 7) then N(T) 
is anal!-tic, im(7) ~ I, and satisfies a(~) a(ii7)‘/” a(--( I J)) whenever 7 and 
- 1 /r ha\-c imaginary parts greater than - I. Setting P(T) (I ~~ ;T) CK(T) and 
using ‘I’hcorem 2, the theorem for even f will follow once we know P(T) is 
constant. Since P(T) is analytic and satisfies P(T) CZ,+ I ;1~) it can be continued 
to an anal!-tic function in the entire complex plane except perhaps 7 ~~ i. 
Howewr. since (I 17) /T(T) ..’ constant (I ! S)‘,” whenever T .‘. I, we 
get in iight of p(r) ~fl(- I /T) that lim, .-,(I ~~ ;T) P(T) 0 and thus /3(7) 
is entire. ‘I’l-i\-ially it is bounded and hence constant. As remarked this implies 
f(?) C’ e ;‘/‘l, c’ constant. 
‘1%~ case j odd is handled in much the same way, the first result being 
(1 ~~ ;T)‘~ Z ? (,j, 7) constant. Again ‘rheorem 2 comes into play impll;ing 
.f(?) (‘ ?’ e “‘in) c constant, which can occur in light of the growth condition 
if C is cunstdnt 0. Hence f 0 almost everywhere and the complete theorem 
foIloM?C 
‘L’hc following result is well known. Let -4 E X,(Z) acting on -!P(G) in 
the usual \~a!‘. ‘l’hcn A4 acts crgodically on riT’?. if and only if .4 has no eigenvalues 
which arc roots of unity. Our second application, Theorem R, generalizes 
this result to the Heisenberg manifold. A proof of this fact using the 1Iautncr 
phenomena can be found in [I]. 
I’wof. \\.ritcF x,,,=F,, n-here F,, c H,, Since r-l lea\-es each H,, in\.ariant 
each F,; is filed I~\- .1. Since F,, E P(G) and is fixed by _ 1 h!- the 4 result 
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stated above /F, 1 is constant. In particular I F, is constant. \!.rite ZE; 
E;’ -+ F,” where F’ is even and F,” is odd. Since ((i _~f) centralizes --I, 1~0th 
F,’ and Flo are fixed by A. Hence i Flo 1 is constant by the ahot-e reasoning. 
However, F,O(O, 0, 0) - F,“(O, 0, 0) = 0 thus E;” Go 0 almost e\-ervlvhere. 
Put IX(T) = LU(F, , 7). Then U(T) K(A’, T) ~(‘A’(T)) for all 7 E /: and integers 1. 
Let ur , uz (ur < up) be the fixed points of L4 in R. The restriction of the boundar! 
function a(~) to the interval [z~i , Q] is in F[u, , u.,] n -4a*[u, . z~j. Also z4 
maps this interval onto itself, and 
a(s) = lqd’, .x) cd(‘A’(x)). 
Hence 
by a change of variables and Holder’s inequality, where A’ (y; :;I). Since 
A is hyperbolic, the integral on the right can be made as small as we like. 
Hence U(X) =m 0 almost everywhere on [ZQ , ~‘1. A standard Z-l”-fact implies 
this can only occur if a(~) : 0 for all 7 E d. By Theorem 2, F,l 7 0 almost 
everywhere. Hence Fl := 0 almost everywhere. 
Since 1 E;, 1 is constant, F,, is bounded measurable. It follows that I<‘,,:’ is a 
bounded measurable function in ZZ,z fixed by d whenever II : 0. For II . 0 
we deal with F, which is in H,, . It follows that wc are done once we show that 
Fr,, E K, > nz = n* -1 0, fixed bv .4, we ha\;e F,,, -~I 0 almost c\-er\ where. IVe 
first proT-e the following lemma.. 
LEMMA 1. Let m ~~ n2, n >~ 0. Then the multiplicity of H,,, is 11” and there 
exists a direct sum orthogonal decomposition of H,,, into W-invariant and i~~~rducible 
subspaces each of which is inaariant under some power of A. 
Proof. Let (T E GL,(R) given by u = (F 4:) with determinant of 6 denoted 
by / g I. Then g acts as an automorphism of A by the following rule 
Let 07,? =m (ii’ 6:) and A,,, :~ {(a/m, b/m, z): a, b E Z, z E R). In [2] it was shown 
that a direct sum decomposition of H,,, could be given as follows 
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where J u,,,(H~), Lk’,,G(6) == G(h- ‘8) for G E EZ,,, , h t A,,,,‘n;‘(Lz) and 6 E -1.. 
‘I’hat this all makes mathematical sense was verified in [2] as well. It is clear 
that A‘1 acts on A,,,jo;zl(Lz) since iz commutes with o,,, and hence some finite 
power of -3 acts by the identity on A,J~;~(Lz) since /l,,,/~;;l’(Lz) is a finite group. 
Let &-1k be this power. Take GE&J given by G = YA(G” c CT),!), where 
G”tH 1 . Then G o &4 ~~ 9’-1(A)(G* i\ d u,,,). Hence for arbitrary GE YA J, 
G, A-1’; E 9, J since 4-l(X) = h and G” : a4 E IT1 . The lemma is proved. 
We return to the proof of the theorem. Take F,,, E IT,,, , ~rz n2 , 0, and 
consider the projection of F,,, on ZA(J), A t .!l,,,,‘a;S1(La) and J -= a,,,Hl Call 
this projection F, . Then F, 0 Al, = F, for some k by the lemma. ?;ote .4’, is 
hyperbolic. Write Fh =-: x\(G” 1 a,,,) with G” E ffl Then gA(G” .-1”’ 0 a,,,) 
PA(G* c a,,,). It follows that G* 0 1 JA =~ G* and hence G” 0 almost every- 
where by the first part of the theorem. Thus F,, = 0 almost ever!;where and 
F,,, 5: 0 almost everywhere. The theorem is proved. 
A final word on these matters. To prove that if FE C(r”,X), .3 EL and 
F 0 A F implies F is constant almost everywhere is almost automatic from 
the discussion at the beginning of the theorem and the result in [2] that every 
continuous function in H, must vanish at some point. 
The author wishes to thank J. Neuwirth of the University of Connecticut for intro- 
ducing him to the uses of H/‘-theory to various problems in analysis. 
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